Spring 2023 WiC General Body Meeting 1 (2/23/23)

- **Introductions**
- **Debriefing past events**
  - Panel of graduate students
    - Meant to answer questions about grad school application process for undergraduates
    - Suggestion: reach out to other STEM departments
  - Spring mentoring: how to maximize your visit (last week of January)
  - White elephant
- **Upcoming event plans**
  - Collab with other groups on campus: Imposter syndrome with Jen Heemst??
  - Egg hunt (dinner and egg hunt/weekday egg hunt so more people could make it)
  - FacuTea beginning of March (Andria look into this)
  - WiC-NiC (WiC’s summer picnic)
  - Plant propagation
  - Events with funding through collabs with different agencies on campus: look into for next year
  - Others?